**Fiction**

**HARDCOVER**

1. *Anxious People*  
   Fredrik Backman, Atria, $28
2. *All the Devils Are Here*  
   Louise Penny, Minotaur, $28.99
3. *The Vanishing Half*  
   Brit Bennett, Riverhead Books, $27
4. *The Lying Life of Adults*  
   Elena Ferrante, Europa Editions, $26
5. *The Evening and the Morning*  
   Ken Follett, Viking, $36
6. *Transcendent Kingdom*  
   Yaa Gyasi, Knopf, $27.95
7. *Piranesi*  
   Susanna Clarke, Bloomsbury Publishing, $27
8. *Troubled Blood*  
   Robert Galbraith, Mulholland Books, $29
9. *Squeeze Me*  
   Carl Hiaasen, Knopf, $28.95
10. *Where the Crawdads Sing*  
    Delia Owens, Putnam, $26
11. *One by One*  
    Ruth Ware, Gallery/Scout Press, $27.99
12. *Mexican Gothic*  
    Silvia Moreno-Garcia, Del Rey, $27
13. *Homeland Elegies*  
    Ayad Akhtar; Little, Brown, $28
14. *Monogamy*  
    Sue Miller, Harper, $28.99
15. *The Guest List*  
    Lucy Foley, Morrow, $27.99

**PAPERBACK**

1. *The Overstory*  
   Richard Powers, Norton, $18.95
2. *The Nickel Boys*  
   Colson Whitehead, Anchor, $15.95
3. *Circe*  
   Madeline Miller, Back Bay, $16.99
4. *Normal People*  
   Sally Rooney, Hogarth, $17
5. *Homegoing*  
   Yaa Gyasi, Vintage, $16.95
6. *The Testaments*  
   Margaret Atwood, Anchor, $16.95
7. *Dune*  
   Frank Herbert, Ace, $18
8. *This Tender Land*  
   William Kent Krueger, Atria, $17
9. *Parable of the Sower*  
   Octavia E. Butler, Grand Central, $16.99
10. *Little Fires Everywhere*  
    Celeste Ng, Penguin, $17
11. *Drive Your Plow Over the Bones of the Dead*  
    Olga Tokarczuk, Riverhead Books, $17
12. *The Institute*  
    Stephen King, Gallery Books, $19.99
13. *A Gentleman in Moscow*  
    Amor Towles, Penguin, $17
14. *The Starless Sea*  
    Erin Morgenstern, Anchor, $16.95
15. *Girl, Woman, Other*  
    Bernardine Evaristo, Grove Press/Black Cat, $17
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